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ABSTRACT
The document presents a seyenth grade social studies

unit on Africa. The unit is one of a numbdr of products developed by
a summer workshop for teachers on African curriculum development. The
oblective is to help students understand the concept of culture, how
cultures develop, and how and why cultures change. The document is
divided into two warts. Part One focuses on students' knowledge and,
misinforiation about Africa, as well ae the environment of the
continent, a prediction of problems caused by the environment, and an
attempt'to formulate hypotheses for student inquiry into African
culture. Sixteen learning activities include two pretests, class
discussion, and mapwork, as well as exercises in knowledge
identification, classification, data gathering, speculation, and
generalization. All activities emphasize 7roblem prediction and
hypotheses fcrmulation about the development of African cultures.
Concluding sections list student and teacher resources and offer
student handouts. Part II offers activities focusing on African art,
music, and oral literature as integrated expressions of the culture.
These are intended to supplement the activities of Part I and should
be coordinated bith them. Storids and proverbs from several tribes
are told and discussed, including dilemma tales, singing tales, and
tales of gods and heroes. Activities include identifying values,
playing games, creative writing, problem solving, reading novels,
film viewing, having a story telling contest, and dramatizing. They
all emphasize African cultural aspects ard values. Teaching
strategies and student and teacher rescurces are auggested
throughout. k bibliooraphy concludes the document. (CK)
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AFRICA
Sleepy giant
You've been resting awhile
Now I see thunder
And lightning in your smile,
Now I see
The storm clouds
In'your waking eyes:
The thunder
The wonder
And the new
Surprise
Your every step reveals
The new stride
In your thighs.

Langston Hughes

You are not a oountry,
Africa,

You are a concept,

I'm great
I'm African

3



Is Africa a sleepy giant, or are we just awakening to

the reality of Afrioa after having seen her with our near-

sighted vision? Ras Africa been resting, or are we putting to

rest the idea that Africa exists for the rest of the world?

4
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1. Ps'

INTRODUOTION

When I lived-and taught in Turkey, I developed a formula

to help my American students understand culture, how cultures

develop, and haw and why oultures change. I found that my'

American students, who were living in an Amerioln enolave in

a different culture, were not experiencinki this culture, oould

not or would not understand this culture, and believed any

culture other than their own to be inferior.' The formula

resulted from inquiry into why'people live the way they do. .We

discovered that environment and man's interaction with or

adaptation to this environment could, to a large extent, explain

culture and why cultures vary throughout the world. The formula

is simple but can be Used in social studies, scienoe, or language

arts. The formula reads: Environment (man-made or natural)

causes problems, and when people react to these problems (adapting

to their environment or trying to alter their'environment),

they create a culture. Environment Problems= Oulture-
= 0

It must be stressed that cultures have histories, either written

or unwritten, and are dynamic. Many things can influenoe the

creation of culture. Thus, the formula must be shown as ongoing,

almost cyclioallbecause culturesaren't statio,and the development

of culture will have an effeot on Vie environment which in turn

affects problems and once again the culture. This formula is used

merely as one approach to helping students understand culture

and cultural.changel and it has proven to be an effeotive device

to introduce students to'this difficult concept. A controlling

idea of this formula is man's adaptation to environment.



Included in an, understanding of culture, must be the idea of

culture being the product of man's and woman's work Which includes

man-made things as well as dreams anl ideas. Dr. Uohendes

metaphor of so6ieti being an inoubator of culture with the

reminder that not all incubators hatch eggs is an intriguing

notion to add to the formula. The envilisonm'ent could be seen as

the incubator and some environments are more conducive to rapid

'development of culture. A final idea to be stressed is that

cultures might be receptive to oultural foroes or they might be

resistgnt to cultural foroes. The ideas of oontint4ty and change

will te central to a study of any oulture. Oultural ohange

or resistance to ohange can be shown by using the formula. Amy

time satething or someone alters the environment or creates

problems, there will be odltural resistance or oultural change.

The arrival of the Europeans in Africa fits .1.rery nicely into

this formula, and students can prediot'cultural resistance or

cultural change as a result of this intrusion.
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Part of the problem with our URA Social Science Units:

People in Ohange is that there is no structured introduction ,

to the units. Rather than building a foundation for study, the

student's are plunged into a culture. The books are oollectionw

) 'of narratives with many gaps and a lack of sequence which often

causes problems when trying to fill in the.gaps. The first part

of thls curriculum unit is an, attempt to introduce our students

to the continent of Africa by anseesing their knowledge and

misinformation apti; acknowledge the existence of myths and

stereotypes. In addition, through this introduction the

formula 3-1P =0= will be used to lpok at the environment of

the äontinent, predict problems, andformulate hypotheses

for student inquiry into African cultures. In this way, diversity

pe established before plungi4 into a particular cultural

group in West Africa.*

1.



ACTIVITY I
PRZ-T3ST A

Complete these_senterioss as rapidly as possible, using the first
idea or phrase'that comes to you.

Africa is

2. African people are

3. When I hear the word Africa I tank of

Oft

4. Africans probably think America is

5. aricans probably think Americans are

6. Some things I know about Africa are

7. I would like to go to Africa because

8. I would not like to go to Africa because
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. ACTIVITY II
Pretest

This is a word association game., When I say a word, I want you to'
write down the first word that comesIto you, I will say the words
quickly,and I will not repeat iny of the words. 'Number your papers ,

from one to twenty.

1. animal

2. land

3. people

4. olothing

5. transportation

6. communication

7, weather

8, house

9. work

10. resources

11. leader

12, game

13. color

14. couOry

k5. raCreation.

16. education

17. stories

18. music

, 19. family

20, food

.0

Using a reCtangle or the aotual shape, draw to scale Africa and
the United States ea that you show how they compare in size,

9
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0olleot-the pretests for ass with 40t1..vit.4. 4. The pretests

should be tabulated and the-results plallaed on butoher paper,
overlay-for overhead pyolector, or on a Oittp.

t 0

,-AgTIVITY.2

Use the ideas of 81,1;0K of knowledge and'SHOULATION to'begin

to generalize and hypothesiA4 This activity will begin an on-
going gathering of information, verifying special of knowledge, and

refining, altering, or disregdrding spoculations about Africa
ln. general, and Eigerla Kenya, and Tauzania ii pirtioular.

Tape large sheets of butcher paper to the blackboard. If possible,
use large rolls of different colore so that speaks are on one color
and speculations'are on another colr.

0

'Tell the students'that we are going to list all of our specks of

knowledge about Africa. Each contributor will write his or her

speck o knowledge on the speck paper in felt tip-pen. No comments

will be'made about any speak of knowledge. Therd are no right or
wrong contributioni, and the contributions can be foot or fiction.

When the specks of knowledge have been listed, students will then
-.try to write speoulatiohs related to these specks of knowledge.
These lists will be posted for the duration of the unit and will
sarve'as a focus of inquiry instruction.

,

Asi students if thdy think.all4f their spéolça of knowledge are
facts.

Where did they obtain their specks of lalowledge?

-Are the specks.soourate, verifi"ed, reliable,information?

If some of the specks are not faots,but mibinformation, what does

that say about our epeoulatione? -

Where do people.get inaccurate br partial Specks of knowledge?

lihat might happen if' we have just a speck of knowledge?

How might people use inaccurate speoks of knoWledge?

What are some consequences of using_inaccurage speaks of kuowledge?,,

How should we find out whether or not our specks of knowledge,are
accurate?

a

How can we know if our sources of information are reliable? What
questions should we ask about souroes of.information?

We might ask WHO(African, reporter, historian, traveler, eta.),
WHEN(copyright), and WHY(purpose).



AOTIVITY 3

Students will olassify specks of knowledge and speculations.

Ask studehts what categories are missing if we want to really
understand Africa and its people. Add categories so the list is
fairly complete. These categories oan be later used to formulate
Environment .7 Problems=Oulturft,

, e

This list of specks and.speoulations will be. the fooal point of
inquiry instruction. As we learn about Afrioa and its people,
specks will be modified or orossed'off the list if found to be
untrue. Tentative words will be added to speculations, and they
too will be.altered or crossed off until, at the end of our unit,
we have on]ly accurate information and generalizations. Bach time
a speck has been'verified as fact, it will be written on an indei
-card, categorized, and-placed in a data bank for itudent use. Students
will also be keeping a notebook in which verified information will
be kgpt. This notebook will be used for many tests which
encourages students to keep a well-organized notebook.

*a.



ACTIVITY 4 .

4
Use information from pretests from Activity 1. Students should
have already learned about'stereotypes during our group guidance
aotiviti4s and short story unit. Review if necessary.

Ask students if they can identify any stereotypes from the
tabAlated lists. Can they add any stereotypes tilat people often
.have when thinking or talking about Africa?

1

Where do these stereotypes come from?
(A collection of oartoons, phantom oomio stripst or Tarsan Movies
can be used to examine.stereotypes and sources).

What should ire do about stereotypes?

>

14.



AOTIVITY 5: Give students copies of poems by two Harlem

Renaissance poets. Read poems aloud.

What ie Agrioa to me:
Copper sun or scarlet sea,
Jungle star or jungle track,
Atrong bronzed men, or regal blaok
Women from whose loins I epraug
when the birds of Eden sang?

Oountee Oullen

I've known rivers:
I've known rivers ancient as the world and older than the

flow of human blood in human veins.

My soul has grown deep like rivers.

I bathed in the BUphratee when dawns were young.

I built my hut near the Oongo'and it lulled me to eleepo
. I looked-upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it4
I,heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln

went down to New.Orleans, and I've seen its muddy
bosom turn all golden in the sunset.

I've (known riVers:
Anoienti dusky rivers.

Hy soul has grown deep like rivers.

Langston Hughes

Who are these poets?

How do they ikee Africa?

Why do you think they have the feelings they do?

Do you think their perceptions are accurate?

What mental maps do they have in their minds?

Dependin6 upon the students, a disoussiLli of the Harlem Renaissance

writers might be in order.

( AOTIVITY: Students will write u poem Africa or Afrioa is,
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ACTIVITY 5: Show a montage of slides (oities, villages, houses,

People, markets, festivals, eto.) with tape of
African traditional and modern music. The montage

.
should indicate diversity, rural and urban, traditional
and modern, North, Zest, West, and South Africa.

Ask students to write down os many things as they oan remember

after viewing montage.

Why do they seem to remember certain things?

Ask studonts if they want to alter any of their speaks or
speoulations that are posted in the room, Make appropriate
changes or additions.

Discuss why ohanges were or were not made.

Students should'define the following words:

diversity
rural
urban

, traditional
modern -



ACTIVITY 7

Establish the size of the.continent of Africa: Compare studente
pretests comparing size of Africa and the U.S. with overhead
projection which places U.S. and China inside the continent.

Why are we often uncertain about the size of places outside,
of the U.S.?

Give eaoh student an outline map of Africa, a clear acetate sheet
or a piece of siranwrap, and markers,

Locate equator and draw on outline map.

Locate oceans and label on outline map.

Locate major-rivers-and label on outline map.

Based on the above information, students will prediot climate
regions-ind draw and label on their acetate overlay or on the
siramwrap.

s .

Give students a second overlay sheet. Students will predict
vegetation areas,and label on overlay. These predictions will be
based on the climate predictions. Establish the notion that
climate influelhaes.vegetation.

Discusb reasons for student predictions.

ACTIVITY 8

Using source books, students will place major landforms on their

original outline maps.

Discuss how landforme affect climate and vegetation.

Ask students what else might affeot climate and vegetation.
(winds,,altitude, rainfall, soil)

Establish that climate, weather, soil, vegetation, and landforms

form the natural environment. 'How does enoironment affect people?
elhat problems might the environment cause?

ACTIVITY 9

Using soUrcebooks students will oompare their predictions with
actual maps of vegetation and climate regions.

Students will make a map of climate regions and a map of vegetation
regions for their notebooks.

Large maps that were made in previous ye4rs will be posted in

classroom.

IS
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AOTIVITY 16

Students will look at a map of average rainfall and charts
showing rainfall distribution. Students will compare rainfall
in Africa to rainfall in Illirois. Through disoussion and
reading students will realize that climate is more likely
determined by amount of rainfall rather than temperature.
Length of growing season is not as relevant as wet and dry
season.

Wind systems should be studied. This could be done, through
the science class, ?Aphasia should be plaoed on the effeot
of wind on enviro4ment.

Inquiry into tropical soils and their effect on agriculture
and people. Again, this could be done through the soienoe
class.

Using oliaate and vegetation maps, information on rainfall and
tropical soils, students will predict population distribution t

(using terms sparse and dense) and possible occupations of
people in different areas of Africa.

Make additiogs and corrections to specks and speculations.

Begin working with formula B----,P=O= to list factors under
environment, problems oaused by environment, and possible
solutions(oulture).

ACTIVITY 11: i:cology slides.
a post-test at the end of the

For each slide, students will

These same slides will be used as
unit.

desoribe what they sea (envi2onment).

Students,will predict problems that might be caused by the
environment.

Students will prediot whether or not the area would be sparsely'
or densely populated.

Students will predtot what the people do who live in the region,
the types of nouses in whioh they might live, the sooial
organization that they might have developed (family and community
organization, things or ideas that might be important to the
people (values), and any other aspects of culture that students think
might be reasonable.

Students could work in small groups to compare and discuss their
J5edictions.

The slides could be shown as a method of teaching the students
a)out certain areas and how different cultures developed in a given
region,

.

16
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AOTIVITY 12

- Students will use souroebooks to describe arid locate deserts,
rainforests, and savanna regions of Africa. These desoriptions
will be written in student notebooks.

Students should discover that savanna regions not rain forests,
maka up the majority of Africa.

Inquiry question: African rain forests used'to attract big game
°hunters. Students should find information to support or refute
this statement.

AOTIVITY 13

Using an opaqr- projector, show a map of Africa 1000 years ago,
a map of Africa in 1880, a map of Africa in 1914, and a map
of Africa today.

Studenis will write generalizations based on maps. Possible
generalizai.ions: English, French, and eortugese might be epoken
in Africa. Today there:are more than 50 countries. Boundaries
have changed.. Afrioa was colonized at one time.

Using an opaque'projector, show a map of language families and
a map of ethnic groups. Students will write generalizations
that they think can be'supported by the maps. (Modern boundaries
do not appear to correspond with ethnic boundaries. Africa is
a diverse continent. ,Many lahguages are spoken in Africa. There
are many different groups in Africa.

Students will write a hypothesis to explain why they.think that
the modern boundaries exist and why these boundaries seem to be
different from boundaries 1000 years ago. Students will be asked
to consider oause and effect'of these boundaries. The cause
will be represented by their hypotheses and the effect will be
writtem.in the form of a epeculation.

Students will write speculations concerning language groups and
ethnic groups. Add speculations to wall chart.

AOTIVITY 14

Since we have discovered that Africa is a large and diverse
continent,,haw might we divide Africa into iegions of study?
Discuss why students would divide the oontinent in these ways?

Tell studants we will be studying Africa south.of the Sahara, or
sub-Saharan Africa. Why?(the Sahara Desirt is a natural barrier )
What do they think tight have been the' relationship between Sub-
Saharan Africa and Africa north of the Sahara?



ACTIVITY 15

Pis46 out -copies of TRAVCOA travel guides to Afrioa and North Africa.

Four araas of Afrioa are describecCas: "the weat with its exciting
tribal life; the east with its teeang herds of wild animals;
the south with its sophisticated cities; and the historically rich
Sahara regions of the north."

Why do you,think Africa was divided into these four regions?

Who do you think wrote the generalizations to describe these regions?

Do you think Africans would describe the regions in the same way?

As we begin our study of Africa, keep these desoriptions in mind.
Your job is to alter these descriptions so that they are' more
accurate and to try to decide how an African might describe his or

, her country and region.

Discuss the wordatribe and '4riba1 lia as pejorative or downgrading

terms. pp. 171-172 in THE WAYS OF MAN ShoUld be used. "An African

Chief Speaks" is a good treatment of the use of the word 04.40
and makes the point that we do not use the word when describing
groups in Western culture.

ACTIVITY 16

"These new African states are dediocted to modern development,
and old traditions will not long remain. Therefore, now is the
time to visit these.people before the vestiges of a primitive
culture are eradicated forever." from TRAVOOA TRAVa GUID1 TO
AFRICA AliD NORTH AFRICA.

What speculationz is this writer making about Afrioan cultures?

'What specks of knowledge is hes,he usin6 to ike these speoulations?

Jo yog think this statement is accurate?

' Discuss the word I.1.1mitivt. What other word might we use instead
of the pejorative word ..)rimitive?

Wh:;.t ate your reactions to visiting tuese people before "their
primitiv3 culture is :medicated forever?"

What might cause a change in traditional cultures?

Who do you.tnnk might change more quiokly or be more receptive to

change?

What kinds of changes do you think you oan rediot for Africa?

18
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY

South Africa: a discussion based on Last Grave at Dimbaza.

"Tell Freedom" and "Let Me See Your Pass, Kaffir" can be

read in preparation for the. film Last Grave at Dimbaza.

Spe Suggestions for Use of Supplementary Student Resources

'for resource material on South Africa. "Tell Freedom" and

"Let Me See Your Pass, Kaffir".are found in Through African

'Eyes, by Leon E. Clark (editor): Volume IL.From Tribe to

Town: Problems 0 ,Adjustment.

Resource people from the African Studies Program should be
utilized during the discuss4on of this film. This is such
a powerful film. A follow-up activity would be to collect
supplies for displaced children in Southern Africa.

Letter wTiting activities might also be used as a follow-up.

Students might assess their own feelings and look more closely
at racial equality in the U. S.
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FI:ASTRIPS: Available from African Studies Pro..,ram.

Everyday Life in Ni eria. Filmstrip includes script. This could be-used
lor studeET-WITIng activities Since no o.lssette is included.
Overview of frames: compound, yams, burning bush, sorghum,
rice, oil palms, cocoa, market scenes, mortar, guinea corn
porridge, yam flour, village well, °locksmith, wood carver,
buildel., basket and mat making', dyeing cloth (adire cloth):
Oahun shrine, muilims at prayer, tropical problems with
agriculture, rural economy, developing economy, subsistance
and export crops, water problems, crafts, marketing ind trade,
industrial and port development. Good for hypothesizing,
generalizing, and understanding link between climate and
vegetation and economic crops. Also good for showing cultural
diversity. Also shows new yam festival.

Ni eria: A.Short Introduction. Slide set includes script. Overview
o ramesi RiFirCses ot Parliament, museum, forest region,
palm wine tapper, grassland, camels in Kano, cattle, farm
plots, terracing, yams, children on farm plots, fish nets,
peAnut mounds, markets, lorry park, compound, Sfik burial
shrines,.Ohristmas dance,. Igbo social criticism dance, masked
dancers, Sallah Festival (Auslim). This filmstrip cbuld be
shown firstand students could, formulate hypotheses. Bveryday ,

Life in Nigeria could be shown to test'these hypotheses or as
a test. Filmstrips without cassettes are good for evaluation
purposes and Tor writing activities.

- FILMS: AVAILABLE FROM AFRIOAN STUJIES PAOGRAA.

Benin Kingship Ritual (also slide set and study guides).
Used to show interrelatedness of art, music, and literature.

Gelede. Nasquerede, weaviag, divining with palm nuts. A bit
staged, but a good film of preparation and demonstration
of masquerede to emphasize ltat the masks we see are
just part of a masquerede and art, musip, and lite:ature

, must be viewed in its social or religious context..
(available on speCiol-loan only)

SALLOTZD mama FROM AFRIOAN STUDI3S, 'pAO6RAM,

"Body Ritual Among the Nacirema" (student study sheet) Satire
on American'oulture. The bathroom, as an American shrine, Excellent
for teaching about "other" cultures.

The Aola Nut in.Traditional Igbo Society of Nigeria.
Land and contemporary Politics Among the gastoral Aassai
Palm Tree in lest Afrioan Society
Oil Palm in 1;est African Jociety

A resoUroe packet of handouts will be assembled and
included as Art of,this unit and will be used during
teacher inservice before the unit is taught.
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-SUG32STIONS PROM STUDENT,SUPPLZMLITARY RESOUROBS:

Thl Alm sit, Haa. This is a much better text than thi) TaBA

manuiI.- It includes exoellent maps and charts and graphs,

and it also makes use of exerpts from literature by Africans.
and poems by 4frioan Poets.

Page 149--Basio comparisons, map and bar graphs.
150,-155--2Xcellent maps and graphs for climate and vegetation

and rlinfAll,
158-159--4soriptions of Bast African highlandi in Kenya and:

rainforest.
156-157Pictures and places game.

160-- Draught on the Savanna, from Things E211,1121a.
161-- "Rain-ilakkng Litany"
162-- 4escriptiOn of Kalahari Desert
16A-168--Rich Land? Poor Land? Map of tsetse fly area.,
166-- map of mineral resources
167-169--peop1 e
170-- languages
171--

114n Afrioan Ohief S,peaks (about tribes)
173-- farming people
183-- read pictures
186
187--
193--
197--
199--
211--
213--
215--
216-217
218--
221--
234--
247-251--"School for Peter" from 2111rPreedbm bj Peter Abrahams.

258 from A Yreath, for usal, by Peter Abrahams.
reabiron to be educated by Zuro.nans.

TOXLY'S JUL) IN FOOUS--This book is for better readers,
Can be used for introducing myths and stereotypes.

Afikpo Ibo
Yoruba
Pastoral people
"Lopore, a Boy of Dodoth (oattle people in Uganda)
Family and Kinship
Land and ancestors
"Forefathers" poem
Marriage from Thing, Eau ARILI
age groups, age-village system,
education within family
using evidence to draw conclusions. Deductive-reasoning.

4t,

p. 11
p. 10

p. 29,

P. 92
9. 113

ap and sketches of vegetation regions.
Mention of flag in Nigeriet. Green background with
white mosquito in center, a symbol for the climate
keeping white 30Opeans from settling in W. Aftioa.
Southern Africa. Some problems with treatment.
i.e., even under apartheid, Africans are better
oft economically than the people. This does not
make up for lack of freedom. It is pestionable
whgther they are better off economically.
Agricultural and mineral resources
comparison of African sculpture and Italian, iaodigliani

24
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Africa: south pl. the Sahara. For bettn reader, krologue is

jaTor dispelling myths.

p. 13--good' maps (rainfall and physical features
p. 27--map of population density did language fumilies

p. 43--slave trade ,

p. 54Africa in 1880
p. 56-11krumah, right to 'decide own destiny.

. p. 59Africa in 1914
57-61,--JoloniA1 ap)ibaches
59-70South .:fricln racial policy -

71 "Life Between TWQ oorlds,". r!asal student.
72 Xeaning of, tribe.,

. 75 Two Aftioan Communities
76-77 Yoruba Wai, 'diagram of compound
78-79Acholi, diagram of homestead ,

79 functionS,of descent groups
82 traditional marriage
83 ,polygeny and Children.
85 , urban Afrioa
86 West Atriçan cities
87 White Man s city
89 migrants
91 cost of 'opportunity

.

94 religion and.arts
102-103 African arts ., .

106-107. Problempsof nation building. &ample of Nigeria,
'116 Nigerian Childran's Song (going to class'with clean

- hands And faces!),

.

146-147 AfriciaSleeping Giant" by JJangston Hughes
,

.

Afro-Asian Oulturt Studies. Includes plateau topography and
.7177anation, includes maps, rivers, mountains, deserts, lakes.'
This book is good-for data gathering.

p, 145- Descriptions of Aift valley, rainforest, savanna,
and deserts.

146. climate and rainfall
147- good map of cliniat'e zones
149- languages
151-marriage and family
152-"tribalism" discussion
154-religious beliefs
155- "if able to understand why people believe . .

beliefs make m.)re sense.

. 137 'art
,158 characteristics of African sculpture
159 types .of masks
159-64history ar0 kingdoms
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157 spread of Islam ,

168 arrival of Zuropeans
159 slave trade
171 opened to destern world
174 Aktr30ean Imperialism

.

175° how imdevialism changad Africa
0

180 ,Today--kroblems of Independence
181 Apartheid ,.. .

182 Bantu-AuthoritieS Aot, Lducation Act, general laws of
apartheid.

185 3conomy, sirioulture
186 problems . .

187 resources
189. use,of resources, desire tor 'independent development,

. why:industry has not developed
191 development of trade ,-
192 summary of key ideas

.196 atogram :ExerciseKikuyu homestead--agree or disagree

)
with given statements ,

, .

26'
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SUPPL&ANTAAY AOTIVITY ON MAAKATS

"Show slides of markets from Turkey, Greede, Mexico, and old

outdoor marIcet in Boston before rennovation, and African

markets. Show the slides rapidly so that students can't

identify people.

Where would we find outdoor markets?
What functions do markets serve? 0

What similarities in xarkets did you note from seeing slides?
, Are markets and supermarkets incompatible? po supermarkets

tlke over the functions of markets?
afire would we find the most resistance to a change in the

warkot system?

Article "Farmers Aarket 00MOS to Urbana," Ala Gazette, July 2, 1979.

Sow is Urbana's farmers market similar to markets in Africa?
How are they different?

Why would these markets be gaining in popularity?
What functions do these markets serve?
.Do you think these markets are just fads?

4

9
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"INTRODUCING AFRICA IN THE. CLASSROOM"

An Instructional Unit for Seventh Grade Social Studies

Part II

by

1Caren S. McKenzie

Jefferson Middle School

Champaign, Illinois

This teaching unit an Africa was developed as part of

an inter-disciplinary workshop project in African curriculum

development held on the University of Illinois' Urbana-
Champaign campus in the summer'of 1979. The workshop project,

which was funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities,

was carried out from 1977-80 and was integrated into an on-
going program of outreach services offered to teachers nation-

wide. For further information on teaching aidsFavailable
through outreach services, contact:

Outreach Director
African Studies Program
1208 West California, #101
Urbana, Illinois 61801
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r 4 STORY, A STORY
Let it Go

Let it Ooms

Brother from the west
(How oan we explain that ur b

The world does not end at eshol o.t yur holm

nor at the stream which ma s the bor ur country

nor in the sea
in whoee vastness you sometimes think
that you discovered the meaning of th

Pre

F
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Part I is a general overview which initifites some data

gathering, olaspifying, generalizing, and hypothesizing. These

aotivities have ileen arranged in a sequential way because'the

activities tend to build uPon previous activities. These

activities, however, may be used out of order, may be usedto

supplement-a text, or may be supplemented by other-aotivities.

Since this unit is intended to be taught by an interdisciplinary

team, many of the activities could be done by a team of two,

three, or four of the teachers during blocks of time rather than .

during arbitrary olass- Jeriods. Some of the aotivities could be

done Iv the language arts teacher while the social studies teacher

*was doing other activities just as long as students had the

necessary introductory activities first. Blocks of time seem

more appropriate so that the introduction can be completed in

a reasonable auount of time. Of course, the team structure,

time allotment, and Individual teachers will determine how.these

activities are used,

Part II is intended to supplement those activities takind

place in the social studies classroom. They should be coordinated,

if possible, so that the students are not reading Burning Grass,

tor example, while studying the Kikuyu. The activities for

proverbs and dilemma tales should be used first to give the

soclal studies teachers time to provide some background before

having the students read literature about a certain ethnic group.

Team teaching allows this coordination to work more smoothly than

if 4otivitiiu ur; toJLht in isolation.

30
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The art unit prepared by Kay Oreutzburg will be used

along with this literature unit and integrated with the literature

where appropriate. The weakest part of our unit is fiusio. More

speoific actiAties need to be developed before our unit is taught

durinivIthe 1980-81 school year. For the purpose of this project,

music will be used in terms of its function in the performanoe of

oral narratives. Arti music, and oral literature will be .

presented as integrated expressions of culture, none of which

appea in isolation in African (oglture. Thus, all three will be

integrated when possible and will be brought together in the

culminating activities.,

.I have tried to include several example& for saoh type of

literature used. The utilization of the literature will be

determined by the amount of time allotted by the team. Therefore,

I have arranged the material not in terms of days, but in terme

of activities which can be used in various ways. For example,

not all of the dilemma tales need to be used. Also, I will be

adding stories, poems, and:novels as I review the additional

sources listed in the bibliography. This unit is simply a

beginning and intended to show how African literature oan be lased.

The major problem with the African oral literature included

in most anthologies is that we are getting only the plot skeleton

devoid of the elements which make th& stories so culturally rich.

These stories can be used, but one must be aware that the stories

have often been altered by those who collected thrill, certain

biases of the collector may be present and tie stories are not

31



representative of the African oral tradition of literature.

If. used alone, tiler present a false picture to students.

One must be cautious 'viten trying to generalize'or compare

Afrioan literatuie to literature of other countries. Some

of the stories which seem to parallel stories from other

cultures, may in fact be stories told'to the people by

missionaries. When Westerners go to Africa to coileot

stories, Africans may indeed 'tell some of the.atorket told -'

to them by missionaries as part of their oral tradition.

Caution and further study are the only safeguards when

trying to teach this unit. One must try to present literature

by Africans rather than just stories collected by Westeraers.

By searching for additional literature, I hope to eventually,

replace the dependency on the use of anthologies with more

authentic Afrioan literature.
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AOTIVITY 1

u

Brother from the west-ft
(Rc I! .00 we explain that you are our brother?)
The Warld does not end at the threshold of 'your house
no(r:at the.stream which marks the border of your oountry
nor-in the Bea
in whose vastness you sometimes think
that you discovered the meaning of the infinite..

Frelimo

from a9aLAI'iaI.I2,Kagx.Ki

The African
by Miohael Del Anang

TheyNthought I didn't count
and pushed me round and round
From place to Place:
They-looked at my face,
and my kinky hair, and wouldn't-share
Mankind's good fare
With me;
I' African,

And yet I held my ground,
Although in chains I was bound;
I strove against odds,
And prayed to my gods;
I rose above Shame and grief;
Their scorn was brief:
I'm great
I'm.Atrican

from Res9uroes for Teaching Children About
Africa

We look across a vast continent
And blindly call it ours,
You are not a country, Africa,
You are a concept,
Fashioned in our minds, vaoh to each,
To ,hide our separate fears,
To dream our separate dreams.

from The Ways of Man
An Introauction to Many Oultures

ev33
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If We want to know Africa from the inside and through African

eyes, what might these three Poste want us to keep in mind?

To what does*Et refer in the seoond poem?
rf

How canswe avoid being tin while reading and studying
African 'literature?
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"Body Ritual. Among the Naoirema"

This lesson is inoluded_in the AfriOaq Stuilies HandbobX for
4eméntary la Secondary Bchool, Teachers, Univasity of.
Massaohusetti/Worcester Teaoher Corps.

It is also available from the Bobbs-Aerrill Reprint Series 0185
for 3.25.

!/.44 Student copies of "Jody Ritual Among the Nacirema" or copy of
Af io n AIWA H'IndbooX. .

Student Study Sheet for !'Body
Ritual Among the Bacirema."

9

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES:

1. .Make a list of those things which you believe'represent
Amerioan culture. Number from 140 the'10 most 4bsortptive
characteristics of Amerioan culture.

,

What words and/or descriptions make "Body Ritual Amoig the Nabirema"
seen like a foreign culture?

What often keeps people from understanding other people's culture?

2. Write a. description of American culture for an African
student who has never visited the U.d.

What are some problems with desoribing Amerioan oulture?

3. In your opinion, what makes an American differeit from
an Afrioan?

4. ',that should we keep in mind when studying "other" cultures?

35
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Who are you and who would you be in Africa?

'cl

pn*0 :,/- .

priparatioA fbr aotivities dealing with names and naming

ceremonies, studepWphp4ddo the following ail homeWorki'

Student will try to give the meaning of his/her nate

arite a brief description of.his/her family

7 40:41196,M1 . .

DescribMW4046*Adired Prppet'behaVior
esList valu iviha.°4 14-itiOdrtint to you and your ftinily)'

fl!;01T-.41,-.Yoovya 1)4140 the.same aS.Your10411Ylist-

:::

bo .ae,'pedple in your town,in State,

tile -*LI'

,erc1.1 7::

y

"The Case of the Aken of Ghana" will be used tO introduce

students to theAportanoe,of wet. tiest.A.friosph.

Several good sourcik could be used in addition to the Akan
of Ghem...,.4.64414.9griVhrtarAtource book*" for:names.
"Thellinitii-beremOY of thelOrinko 14410 of Northarn Sierre Leone"

(handout from,th1,10.104 Stu4pie Denter) ag-'1404000,o44he
.10-44140mppAgerliV100:"tro0-the-Afilos4 StAtee,.;rosrap 00 good

The.10kaa.,Or thi Zgbo. *014 'be- best7.4sid when studying
theltib6. In AdcatiOn,II halie sent for a Yoruba hOing oeremony.

1

If all 'te8k:herb-4A the team did-the aotivity on names and

=dug ceremonies, 'one period rather than one entire day could

be used. .0hapter one from Bail, could be used as a follow-up

stizdent, hOmewOrk asiignment. Using"The Oase of the Akan.

will.be 'given a hew name to be tised.until

Ve txdy ihelorubi. Students' oi4 make name tags and use

their 4frioan name and their list name on all papers to be handed

in. An important question to ask students is "DO you think

that everyone in West Afrioa follows the same rules for naming

Vheir children?" Also, the students should speculate as to

whether they think that naming ceremonies are a part of every-

day Life in Afrioa today.

36
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Ask students for examples of traditional American stories.
(eXamprep; tall.tales, fairy tales, fables, myths, legends)

Prop,where did we get these'stories?
Whet did'yoU first read or hear these stories?
Whr Were, you told stories?

What kinds of literature do you think we would find in Afrioa?Why?
whatieight be the purpose of Afrioan literature?

Tell students that we are going to begin our study of African
literature through-the oral tradition .of literatUre. Miscues
the reasons for an oral tradition and the IUnction of oral
literature--to socialize children, to pass on cultural traditions,
to teaph a lesson.

Students should take,notes for their notebooks.

Ask 'students to write down as many proverbs as they can.

Who uses roverbs? Why do people use proverbs?
DtioUss t al and symbolic meaning. Translate some of
the prove er s are good sources for studying figurative
langUago.

How might proverbs be used in.Afrioa?
What might we learn about Africa by, studying proverbs?

PROVERBS ON PROVSRBS

Proverbs are the dauihters of experience. (Sierra Leone)

A proverb is the horse of conversation: if the.00nversation

lags, it proverb will revive it. (Yoruba)
A wise man who knows proverbs, reoonolles difficulties. (Yoruba)

i counsellor who understands proverbs soon sets matters right. (Yor0a)

POroverbs are the palm-oil with whioh words are eaten. (Ibo)

DisOuse what these proverbs on proverbs tell us about the importance

of proverbs in African culture.

Why are the two Yoruba proverbs above (a wise man . -. and a

counsellor . .. . ) so similar? Through discussion, students
should be made aware of the fact that tam, proverbs have been
translated-and some ot.the cultural details may be missing or
unclear because of the translation. This point must be reiterated
throughout the unit on the oral tradition of African literature.
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A Seleotion.of African Proverbs:

Fulani

He who waits will see what is in the grass.

He who asks questions seldom goes astray.

On the day of death there is no doctor.

There is no tiredness while there is life.

EVen a rich and well-Aressed man of servile origin will
still only be a slave.

Nigeria

He:who wishes to barter, does not like his own .property..

Seeing is better than hearing.

EVil knows where evil sleeps.

Ae who is sick will not refuse medicine.

A wealthy man will always have follOwers.

The_dying man is not saved by medicine.

.Some birds avoid the water; duoks seek it.

The day on which one starts out is not the time to er,art
ones preparations.

The house roof fights the rain, but he who is sheltered
. ignores it,

Since he has no eyes, he says that eyes smell bad.

He who is being carried does not realize how far the town ie.

He'who runs from the white ant may stumble upon the
stinging ant.

The stone in the water does not know.how hot the hill is,
parched by the sun.

The one-eyed man thanks God only when he sees a man who is
totally blind.

Someone'Alsis legs do you no good in traveling.

Fine words do not produce food.

If the bull would throw you, lie down.

Th's bird flies high, but always returns to earth.
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If you rise too early, the dew will wet you.

When the mouse laughs at the cat, there is a hole nearbj.

Ohildren of' the same mother do not always agree.

What the child says, he has heard at home.

If you fill you; mouth 4ith a razor, you will spit blood.

Not to know.is bsd; not to wish to know is worse.

Before shooting, one must aim.

ge who has goods cam sell them.

When one islin trouble, one remembers God.

Meat does not eat Meat.

Before healing others, heal thyself.

A eh phered does not strike his sheep.

A bi d oan drink much, but an elephant drinks more. .

nor s do not grow before the head.

If he stomach-ache were in the foot, one would go lime.

Ti e destroys all thngs.

EA th is the queen of beds.

Li tle-is better than nothing.

09* does not throw a stick after the mace is gone.

One who cannot-pick up in ant and wante'to pick up an elephant .

will someday see his folly.

TANZANIA

Ability is wealth.

`a's who does not listen to an elder's advice comes to,grief:

Where there are old people, nothing goes wrong.

Whera there are many people there is God..

ge who Is expelled from his home has nowhere to go.

The good that befalls you is yours and your friends;
the evil that'befalls you is just your own.

A bad brother is far better than no brother.

39
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To stumbis is not,to fall down tItut.to go forwarae

_
Whei'e'elephants filit, the reede-gstlluri

.
,

.
,

'A brother la as useful as a 000ing4,0t,'ilnd a neiohbor
. -is aS useful as 'a 000king-pot\lid.:::. r

The tongu-e-harms more than the teeth.
4.

Doi not mend iciur neighbor!s fence before looking,to your own.

A-sheep oannot bleat.in two different places at thp same time.

z

3Ven the night has ears.

EVerything his an end,

We start as fools and become wise throughenerienoe.

Sven ,fliei have ears.

KENYi,

Thunder is not yet rain.

I Soon found soon lost.

Home aifaire ate not talked about on the public square.

Good millet,is known at-the hsrvest.

A white dog does not bite another white dog.

Try this bracelet:. if it fits yOu weir it; but if it hurts
you, throw,it wry no matter how shiny.

-When you take a'knifeaymy frama,ohilde.give him a piece
of wood instead..

'Ile who is unable to danoe says that theiszt is stoney.

One finger alone cannot kill evens louse..

After a fooliS deed comes'remoree,

A man who has cnoe beenotossed by a buffalo when he seee
r

a black ox, hinks it s another buffalo.

tie who reoetve a gift does not measure.

ac who does not k ow one thing knods another.

Do not say the firs thing that comes to your mind:

, Virtue is better than wealth.

There is np phrase without a double meaning.
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Hearts do not mept one another-like roads.

One does not slaughter anoalf wefore its mother's eyes.

There is no cure that does not. oost.

Seeing Is different from being told.

It is the duty of children to wait on elders, and not the
elders on children. -

Because a man 'has injured your goat,.do not go out and
kill his bull.

A man who continually laments is not heeded.

Talking with one another is boring one another.

Absence makes the heart forget.

a.dead tree fal1c, it carries with it.eslive one.

(Kikuyu). Two,wives are two pote iull of pOieon.

Knowing-too Auch is like-being ignorant.

When new clothes are sewn, where do the old ones go?

(Yoruba) When the face is washed you finish at/%he ohin.

(Akan) When a fool is told a proverb, the me ing has to be
explained to him.

All sunshine.makes a deeert.

An old person is nebespary in a village

Love your wife, but do not trust her./

A king is not a relative.

uhen it is not your mother who is in danger of being eaten by
, the wild animal, the .atter can wait until tomorrow.

"f one-does not live in helven he must'livc; on earth among
ordinary men.

3ven though you may be taller than your father, you still are
not his equal,

_-
Five things to make a man cautious: a horse, a woman, night,

'a Tkver, the forest.

Wood may remain 10 years in the water, but it will never become
a cr000qile.

loack of knowledge i darker than the night,
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There are three friends in life:' courage, sense, and insight.

The man who is carried on another man's baok does not appreciate
how far off the town is. '

The oat alwaYs.eats the moUse it plays with.

Faults are like.a hill: you stand.on your own and talk

about-those of other-people.
-

Bowing to-i dwarf will not prevent you from standing erect again.

I will:do it later ou is a brother to I didn't dv At.

Alive he is inauffioient, dead he is missed.

When one is at sea one does not quarrel with the boatmAn6

Death is like a wild animal.
I

The, stick that is at your friend's house will not drive away
Atha leopard.4

One who. has not suffered aoes not know how to pity.'

If someone oalle out "witch, witohc" and you are not a witch

you.will not turn around.

The man who oannot danoe will say the drum is bad.

He who hunts two rats catches none.

If you play with a oat, you must not mind her scratch.

It is because of man that the blacksmith makes weapons.
.-

Zven the Niger River must flow afound an island.

Even the Niger has an island.

When the drumbeat changes, the dance changes.

A dark night brings fear, but man still more.

If a child oan wash his hands, he may eat with kings.
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4AOTIiITIES FOR PROVERBS:

Proverbs can be studied on their own as a way to learn about
values and culture. They oan be used again with dilemma tales,
and they will be found in oral narratives and novels. They can
be recalled when Studying partioular oultures and when looking
at traditional societies and the effect.of,ohange on these
societies. But, it must be remembered and stressed as Ruth
Finnegan points out in ORAL LITERATURE IN AFRIOA that 'provetbs
have a

situational aspect. 2roverbe are usod on 'particular
occasions, by individuals in a particular context,
and their wit, their attractiveness, their insights,
even their meaning must be seen as arising from
that context.

Select a proverbafor eaoh student in the class. These may be
typed on noteoards or typed on a ditto and cut into strips.
A'cirole.disoussion can be held with each student trying to
explain hit or her proverb. The student should attempt to
explain the proverb in an African context rather than through
American eyes.

Students may 'be given a proverb and asked to draw a.ploture
which translates its meaning for the rest of the class. Students
should be reminded of the differenoes between literal meaning ,

and figurative meaning. Por example, the proverbs Wood may
remain 10 years in the water, but it will never beoome a
orboodile should,not be drawn as a piece of wood in the water.
Students should then Oars their pictures and explain their
proverbs-. Por students who have trouble drawing, Magazine
pictures make a good substitute. .

'Students oould:also be asked to write a narrative to illustrate
their proverbs.. This narrative oould be first written with
an American setting and later altered by adding an African ,

setting, The narrative assiiinment could be assigned at a
later date as a test of tlle student's aUlity to create
an Afric,An setting, plot, chantoters, and theme.

Students could be asked-to write a dialogue in which proverbs
,would be used in conversation. Pioverbs are usually used by
adulzs, so children would hot speak in proverbs to an adult.

Certain proverbs might be.chosen for the proverb of the week.
Stueents might try to model their behavior after the proverb.
Students could send each other messages through proverbs, or

teaohere and students could exchange proverb messages.

Students could oreate g4es using the proverbs.

Students could ba Asked to writ,4 a -Rrizr .111 usin6 Ilroverb
asa.topic -.sentence or a clinohei' sentence.
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A STORY, A STORY

. Let it Go

Let it Come'

Hausa stories begin with the narrator chanting "A Story, A Story"

and the listeners respond "Let it go, let it come." 1AJet it go

from you,let it one to us.) Ashanti storytellers begin their
tales with "We don't really mean to say so; we don't really mean
to say so," This avoids giving personal offense and reminds
the audienoe that the person telling the story is just a
narrator, and if a listener happens to see himself or herself
in one of the oharaciters, one should not take out his or her
anger on the storyteller. Hausa storytellers will often end

a tale by saying "Off with the rat's head" to remind anyone
in the audience who feels libelled to direot any anger at a rat

since no offense was intended. Akan tales might end with'
"This my tale, which-I have told, if it be sweet; if it is not

sweet, take some elsewherwand let Some return to me."

D/LEXMA

Ask the.students what a dilemma is. Through group discussion
arrivt at a definition for dilemma. Add definition to student

notebook.

Under what conditions do people find themselves in dilemmas?

Tell students that they'are going tb listen.to and read some

dilemma tales.

Ask: Why do you think that dilemma tales are important to

African cultures?

Through discussion or handout, it should be brought out that:

1. dilemmas are part of oral tradition of literature

2. in societies where there was no written law,
problems might be settled by the eldest member
of the group, chief, or group of elders serving
as a council. Recall the foruba proverb,

3. dilemmas can be used to test children's memories
. and sharpen debating skills.

4, dilemmas can be devices for teaching ethics.or
attitudes in personal relationships.

5. dilema tales must be debated within African
caltural context, not through Amerioan eyes.

6. .There is no right answerl
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Students will listen to two versions of the same Hausa
story, "Three Sons of a Ohief" and "A Test of Skill."
Troject the slide of a Baobab tree from the ecology series
of slides from the African Studies Ero6ram while reading
the stories.- Begin by announoing, "A Story, A Story." Students
should respond, "Let it Go, met it Come."

"Three Sons of a.Ohief"

"A Test of Skill"

Ask students why these two versions are different.

If these stories are examples of oral literature, who wrote
them down?

What happens to.the stories when "outiiders" write down the
stories for Western readers? .

dhat do we need to know in order tO upderstand African stories?

- After listening to the stories, students will debate the dilemma..
The debate should be evaluated in terps of the students'
abilitiestç debute in Afriotn terms rather thin through
theirkmeiican eyes.

Aaving debated the story, students should make a list of
anything learned from the story pertaining to tha environment
and any cultural details learned from the story.

, 0

ptudetts should:write a pArigrlph e4plaintlz thAr aaatioq to the
dile:ma and reasons.for making their choice. Remind them that
there are no right answers to a dilemma. They will be evaluated
in terms of specific.aspeots of Hausa oulture mentioned in
thOir paragraphs, the use of tentative words when making
generalizations, and their attempt to look at the problem
through African eyes.
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Show the film "The Magic Tree" from the Afrioan Studies Program

as an opener for disoussion and inquixv into flefly life
in Africa and an example of adilemma ttle.

In soci'll studies olasses the students should already have
disclssed .1nd leirnedasome things Oeut the African family..
The major.00ncepts to be reviewed are: .extended family,

lineage (patrilineal and matrilineal), polyvinyl age groups,
male and female roles in traditional societies, socialization,
education, importance of names, traditional vs. modern
societiest-rural vs. urban societies. It is important to
review the idea that in patrilineal societies, the sons remain
lath their families of birth whereas daughters marry into
families but may return to their families in time oc trouble.
.It is important to note the importance of the woman s family
to har children.

The literature will be oorrelated to the Social studies as
closely as possible, but exact oorrelition will probably

. be impossible. Therefore, through questions. Evict discussion,
student knowledge will be assessed and neoessary baokground reading

will be a3signed. Throughout the literature sevetoe, 'the
importance of the sooializatlon of oral 114'arature will be
stressed even though Finnegan in 2E11 Literature in Atria*
cautions against the. tendency .to overstress ihe funitional
importance of the African oral tradition of literature. The
literature, however, will be used as another vehicle for
learning the concepts,related to the African familyr values,
roles, and socialization. The formula E-0=0= established
in the introduction will be utilized as one method of
understanding why the African family functions as it does and
why the family ts so important tc Afrioan society. This
formula may also be used to help students understand pressures
on the family and how the extended family may change as a
result of these pressures,

Before viewing "The Magio Tree"

Ask students if they have trouble with their brothers and sisters.
Does one child in the family seem to get more attention than
another? aow do different individuals react and cope with the
problem or existence of several children in a fumily? Are
all children treated equally?

Ask students to draw a diagram of their families. (This activity
may be done earlier in the unit and used at this time). How
do you think your family compares to other families in your
neighborhood, state, it the U.S.?

What might you do if you felt unhappy with your family or any
members of your family?

.D0 you think that it's important for the family to stay together
no matter what the cost? 4.11hy? HoW do you think an African might
answer this question?

4 6
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We are going to see a'film .called "The kiagic Tree" about a

family in Zaire. Locate Zaire on your map.

Do you think families of Zaire are similar to families in Nigeria?

.What might make them skmilar?
What might make them different?

Through discussion, stUdents should bring out the foriula
/ P=0= in terms of a different environment might mean

different problems which would perhaps result in a different
culture. Customs and traditions of different ethnio groups
should also be discussed. The importance of :the African family,
however, should be the oenter of discussion. No matter what
structure or customs, the family is of central importance.

a

View film. 11 minutes. Students should be asked to write down
specific specks of knowledge from the film; Environment, values,
beliefs, problems, life in the new village.

Homework: Write a paragraph answering questions from the film:
"Why did Mavungu forget those who oared for him? Why did he.honor
those who do not love him? Students should discuss the cost of
being reunited with his family in a second paragraph. Students
will be making speculations, but these should be Ivaluated in
terms of African culture and through Afrioan eyes. They should
consider whether or not Mavungu was prepared for this reunion.
Their clincher sentences could be a proverb or a statement of
the theme of the film. Additional questions to think about:
why did Mavungu lose his wealth: Did he have happiness while
living with the princess in his magic village?



4.*
Oolleot paragraphs written tne previous,day.

Discuss the specks written down during the film.

Why would AJuemba be loved more than Mavungu? Why might itrength
and beauty be valued?

Speculate as to what African societies might consider beautiful
and strong. What might be responsible for these values?
Would all groups in AfrioR agree as to what is beautiful and of
value?

a

Discuss students' ideas of the theme of the film.

drite and refine until acceptable, a group generalization
concerning the importance of the family in Africa. Write
the generalization on the speoulation chart and in notebooks.

18
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Students will read another dilemma, "The Leftover Bye," in a 4

their Pro eotion 'book. As students read the story, some or all

of the stu ants may listen to the Interaction tape of the story.

AgsFq eitory: Discuss symbolic use of the eye. What might

thf6,46pfe5ent? Otherwise, students tend to get caught up

with the idea that nobody could find eyes and give them away.

.Dippuse,ttle use of fiction to make a point. The eye is so important

ihat; haite beet chosen to reeresent anythina nf value.

After story!' Ask, "dhat makes this a dilemma?"

List student alternatives for the solving the problem of the

leftover eye. Next to alternatives, list consequences. Students

.should choose what they consider the best alternative in African

terms, Uging what they know about pittrilineal societies and

the Roman's plitce in her husband's family, they shoule debate

the solutions to this dilemma.

"A Hunter and his Son" Polktales 2, I4teragtiono Level 2

Discuss the importance of the first and last sentences before

reading the story. I

Whr begin with "a certain hunter and his son?"

Prom the last sentence, we know what group of people would

tell this story. How do we know? Which group are we

talking about? (Hausa)

Worksheet attitohed. Students will individually answer questions

1,2,3,4,5, and 7: Collect worksheets before Cr debate.

Debate: This will be evaluated in terms of.reasons pertaining

to the Afrioan family and values and generalizations made from

the previous story and film "The hagio Tree."

at.

What'similarities exist between the problem in "The hagio Tree"

*and "The Aunter and his Son?" Who might the people from Zaire

be? (this Gould be answered for extra credit) Oompare and contrast

what you know about the Nauss of Nigeria and the people from

Zaire,

Students will discuss questions 6,8,9, and 10 from the Vorksheet

in groups. Student recorder will list group ideas to be handed

in.
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8
WORKSHBRT POR "TH3 HUNTSR AND HIS SON", *

1. 'Why did the son leave hie father?

2,. What dausa values can you list from reading this story?

3. Why was 4t so important for the chief to hair's a son?

Why didn't the chief just adopt the lying(/' AR hia Ann?

Why pretend that the boy was the ohiefls lost son?

4. Describe the tests the village used to decide if the
boy was the kines returned son. Why had the boy passed
the tests?

5. "If the naked man can dance, much more can the man
with the cloak," Translate.

How did this help the boy convince the oouncilors
that he was the chief's returned son?

6, "Only the son of a chief would display such magnificent
disregard of valuable property and life."

Yhy do you think that a chief and his son might have this
"disregard" for yaluable property and life?

How would other people of the village regard property and
life? How might they have learned Vile?

Do you think that diareaz4 was the word used-by African
storytellers when' telling this story?

With limited specks of knowledge, our own values, and
a translation of this story, what speculations might
an American make about this group of people after reading
this story? Do you think these speculations would be
accuritet

7. Wtite an ending to the story. Try not to include your
values, but write it,from an Afrioan point of view.

8. Under whit circumstances might this story be told?

9. What might this story be intended to teach?

.10. Write two generalizations which might explain Hausa ideas
about family.

Write at leaSt two questions you would want to ask an
African friend about this story.
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"Ingratitude" and crocodile story from ROOTS.

Read story from Roots, pp. 7-8. 'Discuss Mandinka storytelling.

2. Discuss whether or not gratitude is often repaid with
ingratitude or good is repaid with bad in African
cultures, in American cultures. Where would this more
likely to be true--in rural or urban settings, in
traditional or modern *lettings?

3. A student r the teacher will read the story "Ingratitude"
to the pLass. (Ths storiee should be read aloud as often
as p sible.since we are dealing with oral literature.
Ha ng students reading stories silently to themselves

an artificial setting for these stories.)

Have students make a list in notebooks of any specks of
knJwledge gained from the story.

Extra credit: Find a proverb or make up a proverb that .
might be appropriate for this story.

5. slaw do we know that this is a Hausa story? If it ia a
Ha sa story, how should we have begun the story? _

6. Baba e Which of the three-the snake, the man, or the
heron were the most ungrateful. 'All three alike brought
final &ath to the woman. All three repaid good with evil."
Were al three equally to blame?

_Oreate a Situation in an African setting where somewie
would find \either of these stories appropriate to teach
a lesson. \

"The King of Wrestlers; the King o'f Bowmen, and the King of.Prayer"

1. A student or the teacher will read the story to the clime..

2. Students 'sill debate the 'question of which man had crossed
the.river in a way Which excelled the others.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTI 'Write a paragraph in which the student
explains his or her choice of which laan excelfed and why

.his method would ba praised by others. .

The students should write a second paragraph in whiah they
demonstrate how the method of crossing the river could
be applied to a different problem. This problem must have
an African setting and onaraoters, and the problem'must be
a logicp.1 African problem.

4. EXTRA CREDIT: Find a proverb that might be avlioable to this
problem.

5. Students should make a list of specks of knowledge about the
Hausa gained from this story. These will be checked and
reUsed as more reading about the Hausa is done.
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SINGING TALES

The Poreword to Tog awl Nos. vite Intisat, 19l4or, 9f Afx640%
will be presented to the students. The important ideas from
this foreword ars the importance of the storyteller, the
role of the audienoe, beginnings and endings, types of stories,
importance cf mime, and the use of the voice. The controlling
idea is that so-oalled primitive oral literature is in fact
a rich tradition of literature presented by storytellers (mostly
non-professionel) and by people who have listened to stories.

Tile Introduction to Sigais Ms, of grin will be presented
to the students. The important tdeas from this introduction
area the listener has au active parti-n- storytelling and may

.

join in singing, may make rhythmic sounds, may join it by
10.4ping'ar rhythmically moving his or her body. The controlling
.idea is that the storyteller is extremely important and that
Afrioan stories are lotion stories that are usually told in song
and r,th motion.

Remind the students of the two Hausa versions of the dilemma tale.
What were these two versions missing?

The forms of most narratives are simply shadows of the original
performanoes. We are getting only a brief plot summary without
the richness of the music, song, and use of body movements.
Afrioan oral literature is a dynamic oral and performing art.

Students will outline the characteristics of African oral
literature based on the foreward to Yes anil Ho and the

- introduction to Sin4no Tales. Students will also outline
the types a oral literature and will use.this outline to
classify stories throughout the unit. There will be b4lletin
board displays of book jaokets and charts and posters. Students
will add story illustrations, charts, and posters of their own
to the bulletin board.

Students will be divided into three groups. Eaoh group will .

read and praotioe.one'of the singing tales which will be presented
to the class. The three tales will be:

"The .bion on the Path," from Tile Lion on the Path and Other
African Stories.

"Kidden's Second Adventure with the Lion," from ThIALligalatli
Liken,

"Why There is Death in the World," from linallizto

Some liberty will be taken with the art of storytelling. Students
will be made aware that usually a single, non-professional storyteller
would tell the story. In order to increase the number of student
participants, we will utilize group performances.

Bach group must prep4re information for audienoe participation,



4

SiUdents should make a bulletin:board display or'present a
panel disounion after their presentAtion. They must include
-the'title divthe story, country or vou) ottgin, and.speoks of
tildnida.044peculations from the story including environment

(profblem), cultural details, ty!)e and function
of story,:and, theme.

'At.:least three days will be used for preparation of the stories.
Each group will mett;with the music teacher to practice the
sOngErfrocrytheir story. .The music can be taped on a cAette
rwthat2the atudente can sing along.with the tape. If it is not
possible for the students to work with the'music teacher during
the school day, the tea%...er and music teacher could work out

some tapes for the students to use.

.0ne 'period will.be spent working on mime and body movements using
techniques learned from-Child's Pleb a children's theatre'group
that did workshopi and performanose at Jefferson last, year.

If possible, music and musical instruments should be presented
prior to the practice sessions. This may ba done by the muslW
:teacher with the aid of someone from the African Studies Center.
The,handouttrfrom the summer workshop Will be utilized as well
aerecordings, films, and filmstrips. The music section will be.
worked out in more detail before this unit is taught.during '

thkl930-8l school year.

GUIDE SHEETS (SAMPLE) FOR GROUP PERFORMANCES

I. Presentati:n (5 points each)
A. Accuracy of the presentation

'B. Use of gime

O. Incorporaion of songs and chants

. De. Audience participation

E. Oharacter portrayal

II. Discussion of Story (5 points each)

A. Setting (environment)

B. Pzroblems-(Plot)

O. Oultural details from story

D. 'Ty3e of story and funotion of story

ra.

E. Poseible lessons, vlluesor proper wuys of behaving (theme)

40-50 points = A
30-39 points = B
20-29 points = O
10-19 points = D
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NOUS PRON "KIJDSN'S SzOOND taLi;ATURL viITH THZ LIOr Bari of Oentral
Africa

Possib:.e yharacters:
\

Narrator \,

Logilisuk7Kidden'A younger brother
Kidden-
Lion'
Konyi--Kidden's husboad
tortoise
0horus to sing the sounds of the bell

Plot: Xonyfalready had two wives.whin he'married Kidden. The
other two wives hated Ktdden, ahd theiwould sabstage everything
that Kidden did in ordnr to make her 1 ok like alaA wife. Lidden
decidedtc run away to live by herself and called her brother
-to-drive-her oattle for her.*While Kidden and her brother were
camped, a lioh case to Kidden'.s door anct\sang for her to open the
door, Before Kidden could opeh the door,\ Logilisuk sang out a
warning. .

This oohtinued until.the lion IAA a magio bone in .the
cookleng pot. This btine stuck in Logilisuk's throat so that it
becaie mom diffioult and then impossible for him to sitg ouV the
warnings against the lion. The lion gained access to Kidden's
house and ordered her to wait hand and foot on him. But while
he left to hunt, Kiddenl whce knew something about magic, removed
the bone from Logilisuk s throat and they'ran away to Kidden's
family. When they reached a river, the river promised to part
if they promised not_lo- trample on the river's tbildren. Kidden
and Logilisuk oroseed safely. Whpn the lion r.mohed the river,
he oade the same promise but trampled the fish and sreatureS
of the rivpr. The river oltsed and washed the lion aehore,
When adden reached her'family's village everyone rejoiced.
Konyllin the next village, heard the bell of, his old bull.
Konyt had been,grieving for Kidden and-realized what hie other
two wives had been'dping. So, he sent his other wives back to
'their fathers, returned the.bride Price, and he and Kidden lived
happily syer after. ,4

Cultural aspects of the story should be disour,sed. Audience
should challenge or add specks of knowledge and spedulations made
by the group .
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NOTES FOR "WHY THSRE IS D3ATH II TsU jORLD.". IBO 1IL3

Possible characters:

Narrator
Tortoise
Dog
Chorus

God chose tortoise and dbg to send message that no death or
sickness would be spnt to the peopld. The tortoise started
repeating the message but walked very-slowly, The tortoise
was ahead, but the dog caught up and passed tortoise.. Dog
decided to nose about for bone in a rubbish heap and began to
crunch on.the bone (chorus chants the sound of the crunching).
The dog once again passed tortoise, so he la.rdown in bush to
reat. Tortoise's voice grew so faint that all he could say
aas "De_th-siokness-from aod to man. The dog was too late, .

and not even God could change the message. The people were
very, angryoand that is why the dog is always found nosing
around the roadside looking for food and crunching Old, dry bones.

This story not only explains death'and sickness. What values
are passed along through thia story? What lesson could this
story tell?

NOUS FOR "THE, LION ON THB PATH" Karanga of Rhodesia

A man s wife w.tnted to go to sec her moth6f. Her husband warned
her not to tke the big path down in the valley because of lions.
She had not been gone long when the husband threw down his hoe,
nicked up his mbira (a musical instrument), pnd ran down the
path where he saw his wife's footprints. He saw his wife and
the lion and began to play his mbire: The lion began, to dance
to the storyteller's song, but everytime the man took a step
back, the lioh couldn't he.,r the music so he step2ed forward.-
The man got tired, and he .:eard the voice of a rabbit. He gave
the instrument to the rabbit, and vihIl.e the rabbit played his
version of the storyteller's song, the man and his wife ran down
the path. The rabbit looked for a plaoe to escape, and the
lion turned around just in time to see the rabbit disappear down
a hole. He had thought that a man had been. playing the music.'

;hat might be the function of this story? .iLight there be a lesson
involved?

How are women portrved?
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STORM PROM YORUBALAND

ihereas the dilemma stories were used as a ,vehiole for the

study of the Afrioan family, the Yoruba tales of Gods and Heroes

will be used as i vehicle for the study of religion, art, and

the inter-relationship of art, music, and literature. Three tales

will be used in this unit, but more Yoruba 'tales must be

incorporated. This section on Yoruba literature will be used

in copjunotion with Kay Oreutzbures art unit. The slides and

film of the Benin Kingship Ritual and the Gelede fi4m will be

used. The literature will be used to stress the'importance

of theipeople knowing the stories in order to understand tha

rituals' and-festivals. It will also-be stressed that art,

music, and literature are.inter-related and do not appear

isolated 'from their cultural context. The stories included

in this unit were chosen because of the mention of the descent

from the sky of the Yoruba.gods in our TABI unit on the Yoruba.

They will.help the students to understand the purpose of

African religious beliefs and'help them to understand that

because people practice diLerent religious beliefs, Viey are not

strange.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Map of Yorubaland
Introduction: The Yorubas

The Gods, Heroes and kdther Protagonists

ACTIVITY 0N3

Song"Earth and Sky" explaining why Orun (Sky) and Ile(arth)
are far apart. 3arth and Sky had been equuls. dhen a bush rat
was caught, Earth and Sky fought over .who was the elder. Sky
withheld rain which brought drought and famine to Earth. 3arth
sent a vulture carrying a bush rat to Sky and rain fell again.
This song sets the stage for the importance of elders and the
necessity of appealing to the gods in order to maintain harmony
and thus avoid such problems as draught and famine.
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AnWonment Problems = Oulture=
lack of' rain famine gods to bring rain and

establish harmony.

Background reading, lectures, handouts, and discussion on
religion must be part of this unit. A hierarchy of gods must
be established and the idea that lesser gods are used to
intercede and bring harmony.

Literaturer religion, and ceremony are all ways to achieve

hariony'in an uncertain.environment. If there is no rain and

draught results in famine, it is reasonable and logical to'

seek reasons for the problem and to try to,solve the problem.

Therefore, it is not strange or peculiar for the iorubas to

practice divination, tell stories about gods and heroes, or to

have masqueredes aad festivals in order to maintain harmony

and cOpe viith their environment.

"Descent from the Sky"

From this story we leazn the importance of yams and maize, the

importance of elders, .ind the'importance of gods to bring harmony.

This story ex'plains thri ori.zin of eRrth and people and the

idea of a supreme god, Olorun.

NOTES FROM "DESCENT FROM THE SKY"

Orunmila (Ifa) eldest son. Read future, understood secret of
existence and divine processes of fate.

Obatala--king of waite cloth
Eshu--neither mod or bad', chance and accident. Unpredictable.

undersliood 6peech and language. Trickster, messenger.
Age=o-chameleon
0lokun--female--riAled over vAst expanses of water and marshesno

living thing. :
The existence of man in the sky and woman in the water belOW--
separate and apart,

divining--pal:: nuts

descent of orlsha on ch.tin of sold :a.de bd
snail shell of still, willt; :Au.. to disirs snd, blick oat for

,nd pal:a nut. Beoause,sand was scattered unevenly,
the land created wls not entirely flat. People were created
from clay. Because'Obatala drank too much palm wine, some i)eople
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were misshapen. Ife was created.

Tools--wooden iloe and copper bush knife to grow millet and yams.

'Obatala -Oba- ruler. Joined by Other orishai who were told to
neverl'orget their duties to humane.

Oldiqi *at angry, and humiliated, so she sent greatfwaves and floods.

oonsuIted palm nuts. Went to Ife. Because of his
knowledge of medicine, the people asked him to stay. Other .

orishas were-taught divination, and thus, the art of divining
has been passed on from generation to generation.

Order'Wis.nieded as'well as an understanding of the relationship
betifisen.people and physical World and between people and orishas.

TWproblem between Olokun and uloran was still not settled.
A contest.was called to decide who had the greatest knowledge of
cloth Making. Olokun sent AGemo to tell Olorun that if her
cloth was as magnificent as she claimed, then Olokun would enter
the'aOnteit: Olorun was vain and showed Agemo her beautiful cloth.-
Agemo turned the exact color of all of her cloth. She thought
that if Agemo was only a messenger and can duplicate the oolor of
hei clOth, what (mad Olorun do? She realized the futility of
ooMpeting, so'Olorun remained supreme.

ls et group evaluation, students will sit in a oirole and retell
the story, each student adding a"detail.

Ask the studenti what might ohange these traditional values and
beliefs. Who would more easily change? What would most likely con-
tinue as part of Yoruba beliefs today?
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:.

1. Hight the 'fact that"the wooden hoe was sent by gods explain
the importance of traditional ways of doing things?

2. What was, the purpose-of the art of divination ? What might
be the purpose of using palm nuts for divining?

3. Why do the peo)le bellevb that they need the various orishas?
4. Night the conflict between ulokun and Olorun help to explain

the. dominance of man and power and reinforce the feeling
of inferiority.in the mlends of Women?

,SOME GUIWILIMS FOR FILMS:

Look\for divination with palm nuts.
Why do people understand the ceremonies and masquerades.
Observe the cloth and weaving.
Leak for interrelatedness of art, music, and literature.
Thinkabout'the ideas of the superiority of men but the

. recognition of power of women.
What is the purpose of ritual?
What is the purpose of the masquerede?
How kre art, music, and literature p.Art of everyday lit)?
Speoal%ste about the oontinuity of tiese custuws and bollefs in
terms of changes taking place in Africa.
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"TH2 OAISHAS ACQUIRE. THAIR POWERS"

NOUS FROM STORY:
.1

Even_Drishas appealed to Olorun or Orunmila. With powers,
they would not always have to appeal to Olorun. The orishas
needed powers to distingui.sh them from humans. The peo lels
demands were heavy. The question beoame how to divide the powers
evenly, It was important to treat°the orishas eqUally'so that
there would be harmony rather than dissension.

Agemo sutAested that this distribution be left to ohanoe. So
the powers wera thrown to earth. Eshu was the strongest and
pushed others aside which meant that he accumulated more powers.
People try to avoid his displeasure. Shango received the
power of the lightning bolt. 'Orisha Oko could make crops flourish.
Sonponno controlled smallpox and was to be avoided. Csanyin had
the powers of curing and divining. He became the orisha of the
bush country and forest.

Strees the importance of these stories as methods of passing
on customs, beliefs, and traditions.

Photos of Yoruba and Benin art could be used for various writing
activities. Since photos are out of their cultural context,
students could be asked to add cultural details. Students could
be asked to write about the photos from various perspectives .

in terms of the creator of the art, people using the art,
"outsiders" viewing the art.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. Why do you think that the gods were distinguished from humans?
2. Why do you think that the people felt it necessary to .

have gods to take their needs to 91orun?
3. What mf..ght explain why the people e' demands were heavy?

IC:Ivit problems do you think they had?
What caused these problems?
How did the people attempt to solve these problems?

4, now did,Agemo's solution to distributing powers ayoid
disharmony?

5. Do you think it is possible for all people to be equal?
.1

Students could be asked to write a story with an African setting
in which at least one of the Yoruba gods is a character.

"SCATTERING FROM IFE"

NOUS: All were equal and all had everything they wanted. People
oegan to vestion why evoryone lookea tht; ;.lau and si,oke the swae.
The believed that sJuleness s ionotonous. They beiLan to believe
th,t to b equ.l we-art to b3 deprived, so they asked to be muds
different. Olorun believed that the humtns were ungrateful and
unreasonable and that there wls harmony in quality. The people
began to quarrel and looked on others with suspicion. Olorun
gave them different languages (Ibo, Hausa, Fon, or Arabic) and
the people began to separate into different groups and nations.
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! The world has never been the same.

Ask the studerts to describe modern Nigeria in terms of the

story "The Scattering from Ife."

This unit could be used with the Eighth Gradeunit on Greek
Zythelogy.,.

PRILI3 4 ?OEMS

Each. Yoruba orisha has a series of praises sung by the priest.

This le a prai'se poem about Ogun, the god of iron. He is

extremely powerful and ieworshipped"by warriors, hunters,
and. blacksmiths. Do you think the word worshipped ls a proper
term to use? 0

What do you learn about the Yoruba from this praise poem?
What makes Ogun so powerful?
Why m+ght hunters and blacksmiths praise Ogun?

tirite a praise poem for'someone you admire.

Read the story about Ogun in Tales of Yoruba WE la &Lan.
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,
USING NOVELS TO SUPPLEMENT TH.6 60CIAL SUDISS CURAICULUM

Burning Grass.Novels can be used in various ways. Parts of
the novel can be used for a.speciflo jourpose, chapters can be
used to illustrate a point or develop a concept, or the entire
novel can be read by students.' The teacher may wish to read
a novel to a group or tape the novel for use by individual
students. Burning Grass will be used to show how a novel

. can be used to supplement the-sooial etudies curriculum.
Chinua Achebe's Things bill Apart could be used in a similar .

way. Both novels are rich in cultural detailspan4 lioth in-
corporate the oral tradition of literature tnto the novels.
Both novelsare eXoellent souroes of proverbs.

Begin by reading the following: "It is time too for the
Harmattan to blow dust into eyes and teeth, to wrinkle the skin:
the harmattan that leaves . . . a shroud of fog that veils the
walls and trees like muslin on a skeikh."

"The trees were skeletons bleached in the sun.lbarren, with
'peeling skins bruised by decades of thirst and hunger."

"The somnolence in the air crackled. Gusts of heat rose from
the earth and shimmered upwards to an intense blue sky that
hurt the eyes."

"de and his son lifted their eyes and took in the undulating,
hills, rivulets, and rooks. And it was lonely."

1.- From. these-descriptions,.where in Africa might this be?
Describe the environment.

2. What Problems might be caused by this environment?

-

3. What do you think the )ople who live in this environment do
for a living? How do you think.they have adapted to this
environment?

4. Use.the formula E--,P=0= to predict the culture of the
PeOple who live in the environment described.

We are going to be learning about (or learning more about) the
Fulaa, one group of people living in Afrioa.

The Fulani have a proverb: Six-things oannot be trusted: a prince,
a river, a knife, a woman, string, and darkness. Translate
this proverb in terms of Fulani culture.

We are going to read a novel Burning (brass, Is this going to be .

'a true account of the Fulani? Do yoU think the author Cyprian
Ekwensi will be describing the Fulani through African eyes?

What do you think the title Burning Grass can tell us about the
.area where the Fulani live?
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OHAPTER ONE'

1: Find out where ,the Fulani live.
2. Find out Ithat *they do for a living.

3. Find out' why burning grass is important and how it affeots

the Fulani.
WillchsrOar 10 mentiowd in this ohapter?

'-'-'50'..Write down anraspeoeof Fulani culture that you learn.
the Characters youmeet and write a brief character

sketch of each,.

AHAPTER,TdO,

'Oat 4i4 ?atemeh need to learn? .Sinoe she had to learn these
'thilige,',*hitt.type of life do you.thi.k she had lived before?
Why wadn't'she part of a herding family?

1. Desoribe t st-Ltus of a slAve girl.
2. Whqt Was:the pUrpose of folk stories? 1

).. Wilat wa's the eignificance of Fatimeh and Hodio s running away?

'"4:'.430,was'ilikku!S love for-Patemeh referred to as oalf-love?

Oáryqia thIpk cif an Amerioan expression for this type of love?
'-5:YOomplete:;, "Broken is the family; gone is -

.,

VAAITElt :THREE
t.

1. What is a talisman?
Ait,ma9.tE;7174.17; paper tied to the bird?

2. -Whdt is Sokugo?
3., "Abaites life . . was ruled by beliefs for which:she

'0(141dlind,no logical explanation. She aooipted happenings
'-but.agsociated'them with.inanimate.objects and peculiar

ciroutttanoes." Oan you explain this through the eyesvf
'the Fulani?
*atstio you learn about the importance of magic?

CHAPTER FOUR-

1. ,What problem do you learn about in this chapter?

2. What wls Dr. AoMinter's solution?
3. How did this solution affect the Fulanis?
4, How did the Fulanis cope with the problem?
5. Aow did the tax on cattle affect the'Fulani?

CHAPTER FIVE

1. Were all people in this area herders?
2. What did othersdo? ahy?
3. 'ehat wit; the relationship between the Fulanis and others?
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OHAPT2R SIX

1. Describe the "war" mentioned by Baba.
2. What was the cause of this war in Baba's opinion.

HOW'dta Baba Measure distance?
4.. Why did Baba not like the new village?
5. What is the translation of the proverb given to you before
et Itgintiits thi4 hovel? Oompare this translation to yourtramslation.
60 What else do you learn about the Fulani?

At this point, the studentS may be required to finish the novelor oeztalm groups may be required to complete the novel. Certainchapters'm y be used. Chapter notes will be completed and addedto this u t along with a list of possible activities.

Chapter activities 1.;111 be written for Ohinua Achebe'sThings Pall Aart, .Bkoerpts from this novel appear in 2t1te;textbo0 ;, The atm of Man. This novel is more.appropriate.fOrIlighlich4o1 7tOdents, but some chapters could be used
-for-sixth6iseVenth graders. The use of proverbs is'an excellentteaching_devce. The chapter describing the failure of the rainsto come (OhaPter 3) is excellent. Chapter. 5, the-festival ofthe new yamo.kould also be good to use. The entire.book isrich in oultural details.

\

.

Oamara, Layo's The Dark Ohild could also be used:in part.
,

-,4Yabo.of-4gertil, a children's novel, has some interesting
-cultural- detailt,'but the tone of the book is disturbing.I Often felt that the author was writing for British school
:Ohil.dren-r4ther *han for Afric..tn ohildren. Often the toneis condescending and critical, and wastern dress and valuesseem to be considered better than or at least more sophisticated

.than.°African drestand values. Although this is not apparentin every chapter, the book must be used carefullyland thestudents must be made aware of the tone of the book. Thiswould Make tor. good 4iscutsion, but there are problems withusing the book withoUt qualifiuLvtion. The reading level ofthis book is more appropriate for sixth-seventh graders.A more thorough review of children's books needs to be madebefore teaching thislunit.
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RZSOUROBS AND IDEAS
for

STORYTELLING'CONTEST

FILM: ANANSI ug sprm
Film and film guide available from
the.African Studies Program

Before film: Tell students that they are.going.to see a film
ANANSI'THE SPIDER which is a dilemma story.. Kwaku Ananse has
six sons, each of whom has a special quality. Kwaku Ananse will
be faced with a dilemma and you will be asked to try to help
him make a decision.

Ask Siudente who Anansi is and why this character is important
to African oral literature. The discussion may reveal that
students are aware that Anansi is from Ghama,and they may
already knOthe character and.perhaps have read some Anansi
stories.. It the students have no knowledge of Anansi stories,
they obuld read Understanding African Folklore (handout from
African-Studies Program) and a short leoture on the importance
of Anansi and the purpose and function of Anansi stories could
be given.

View film, stopping the film after the question, "which son
deserves the prize" is posed. Students will debate the question
and make their predictions about the ending in writing.

Complete the film. 2ven though this film is'recommended for the
primary levels, it can be used successfully in middle school.

After the film: Ask the students to desoribe the environment
where Anansi lives. 4hy is a spider used as a character? Would
A spider be found in all African tales? Why do'we find various
animals in African narratives? (The environment and culture
sre responsible).

A good evaluation exercise is to read a narrAtive or ditto-a
narrHtive and ask students to pradict the environment based on
the caaracters and plot or give certain elements from a story
(animal, problem, some cultural details) and have students
create the setting and characters. Any combination of details
cin be used according to skills to be evaluated.
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A storytelling contest mtght be used to evaluate the

students' knowledge of oral literature as'ail oral and performing

art, categories of oral nariatives, function if oral narratives',

and their ability to analyze narratives. If time allows, each

student will be absigned a story to read and prepare for telling.

Stories vary in length and difficulty, so they will be assigned

to students with varying reading skills. The same guide sheet

used for the singing tales will be used for the evaluation.

The champ1on storytellers will tell their stories at our

festival at the end of the unit.

ALTERNATIVES FOR ORGANIZING STORYTELLING

1. Eaoh student reads and tells a story. Stories could be
told by-type of story: origin, explanatory, trick, contest,
didactic.Stories. should be discussed or questions should be
prepared for each story.

2. Students can tell stories in any order. Using notes, students
can be asked to classify stories, desoribe setting, summarize
'plot, describe characters, and state theme.

3. Students Can'be grouped according to tyge of story. Students,
tell stories within group and choose the best story to be told C

to the entire group. Students disouss stories within groups
and present chart of specks representing all stories within
group but tell' only the best story to be.analyzed by enttre group.

4. Group students sO that all types of storfes are represented.
One person tells ars origin story', one dh explanatory, etc. This
might reveal the most popular type of story since the groups
would have to choose the best story to tall the entire class.

5. Stories could ba told at the beginning of class period.
The rest of the period could be used for reading stories and
doing stition activities.

6. The stories could be used for a contraotrassignment
based on points. story would be worth a certain number of points,
and students would be asked to write reporting sheets for each story
read. They would classify the story, list speaks of knowledge
gqined from the story, desoribe the environment and culture
of thb people who would tell the story, stAte the theme of the
story, and state ciroumstances under which the story might be told.
Students should write a recommendation for each story. Students
working for an A or B would be required to tell a story during
a storytelling contest. Some of the stories :Are more of a plot
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skeleton than others, zo students could be.expected to add
details, songs, audience responses, chants, beginnings and
endings:

ihatever the organization,' some of the stories should

be told. Since time,will be a factor, a list the stories

is attached with an asterisk indicating the best stories tor

telling. Some of the stories have bean xeroxed whereas others

come from a paperback, nu Oalstbasil iiisdolg and Ilha ;Aka

Stories. Thl 0a14bash IL. #isdoqle arranged in such a way that

each story can be removed from the book and laminated. The xeroxed

stories will also be laminated. The remainder of the stories

are from handouts from the African Studies Program, ,Proiectiolk

(6/7 literature anthology), and from the Interaction series

Level 2. Stories will be added to this collection since

the search for appropriate stories and for more authentic stories

will continue. A card file has been made for the stories, and

this will be typed at a later date so that copies can be made.
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NAARATIVESPOR STORYTELLING CONT3ST

OONTT STORILS
,

' "Proving the Heron's Age" (Ai erian Folktales handout)
Eaanteetto detertine the el est.

qi A s 6

*:"ThecHarnbill'and the Chameleon" (The Calabas.. of iiisdon)
Same'story as " 2roving the Aeron's 4tg7-71Includes better
details:concerning tho statua lnd 3r1vilepa of being the aldest.

*!!41IPAAltan:and the Lame Mae (The Calabash of Wisdou)'
3ach have a part-in killing an antelope for which the king
¶will givz,a reward. Only one man can be rewarded, so each
tries to prove the greater responsibility. Anawer is given
but ona 'separate page.

* "ThelJiarld Contest" (Folktales Iv Int 8.0 on, Level 2)
_Mccellent story. Moth, mosquito, and y try to tell a lie
whichwill cause the spider to say he does not believe the
story and submtt to being eaten by.them. Spider sets up a
story whtFch.gives the moth, mosquito, and fly no chbAce because

0. if they believe the soider, he gets to eat them, but if they
doet.believe.the story, by the nales of the contest, the spider
'will also get to eat.them. .

.'* "Tug of,War" (FroJection) dilemma story. Tortoise sets up a
,waxmith the elephant and the hippo on the condition if

Tortoise can hold his own with each of them, he will be
consideredan equal. In fact, he gives each an 'en& of a rope,
jerks the rope-in the middleto signal the beginning of the tug
of war, and the hippo and elephant tugged themselves into
-exhaustion. Question: *Were the elephant, hippo, and tortoise
really equal?

"The Two Greatest Liars" (Folktales from-Sierra 441921 handout)
Contest held by King of At7-73-177de whiUnirtwo men was the
greatest liar. ,3ach showed Up late for the contest which gave
them :.heir purpose for lying. King could not decide and declared
them equclly great. eeople bigan lying and lying spread.

* "Clever One Foolish One" (from Yes and No, III Intimate Folklore
of Africa). ,3xcellent dilemma. One brother considered smart
and praised, one considered a fool and ridiculed, thus their
names, Clever One and Foolish One. The two brothers pupolied
family with game and fish. Foolish One was always the first to
kill fish, but Clever One always took credit.. While eating
one evening, fishbone became lodged in father's throat.
Foolish One was told to fetch a doctor, but he sang instead. (sollg
included). The fo.ther died,and the town joined in mourning.
Foolish 'Ole still sang, "I sans whilr, he suffered, for I
suffered hunger yhile providinc; him with plenty." Two groups
tooX sides, one group blimed ioolish One sving, "A man lives
only because his parents wade him," and the other group saying,i
"4.2 who elts fish wit.1 :mon oil, s.u.A suifer fro:z belly-ache."
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DIDACTIC STORILS

* "The Monkey and- the Snail" (129.1ktalie from Sierra Leone handoUt)
Snail positionedlfriends'at every staini of a raae. 1onkey
frantically'leapel from 'tree to tree onlrtO tnink, that he
had lost the race, Snail confessed.Saying, "Sometimes a race
is won with the heado'not the feet."'

'"The Tortoise. and the Hare" Sierra handout)
Never disrepect elderly. It is;the dusty as a young pe4.son
to huMbl,) you.eself.bdfors the elderly.. The dire fel:m.0 people
will laugh at him, so he is always on the run.

* "One Cannot Help,An Unlacky Man"-(takeil :rom 2E11 Literature
In Afslal,) A pauper and a man with manywilivs, slaves, and

chii4rin h,k(.1. farms olosi together, . in even riohdr 114n
dressed in redged 'clothes, came by. ,dhen 'he spoke ,to the
rich mark; the man was offended to.be spoken to byesomeohe so,
poor.. When he sPokke.to the poor man,.the Man gawillim something
todrink. The rioher man decided to reward the.bdor man.
Ae sent his daughter with a cakabashfilled with zglliey.
The poor man did not open because he thought it'.00ntained
loud. lie sent the calabaah,to Malam Abba With instructions.

. to take ati much flour as he wanted and tp return the iest..
Yollam Abb took.tha m4ned cn ri))lloed it with hour. The
Toor man t.anked god for the.flour. Veri rich po eeraged,
"J-f put unlucky man into a jar of oil,' he'Would emer:ge'quite.
dry.. I Tinted him to hAve some.luck, but aod has made hIg%thus."".

0

* "4orking fOr the Tiger", (Calabash of Wisdom) Tiger invited. all..
animals except Torioise to work for him on farm. Tortoise '

sought revenge by playing harp which caused everyone to stop ,
.

working to dance. Song' and chorus included. Tortoise explrained
that he did not havi.enough strangth tm ..fork with hoe, but.he .

did have enough strength-to distract workers. Prom now on,
don't s?urn any fellow animals. "Goodbylid,workerai.
goodby my dancers."

too

"The Calabash of Wisdom" (1A1 palabash of ,Iliadom). Tortoise
decided to acquire all wisdom, He stored all he gathered in
calabash which he hung around his neck. .He decided to store
calabash in tallest tree) but could nut climb with calabash
around neck. Hare suggested to hans over back. "If
.the stupid Aare has'as much wisdom as exhibited, no one can.
glin control of all Wisdom."

"A iromiae is a Promise" (1igerten Folkales) Woman promAed
daughter to deity!IrokO if he wOuld favor her in trade.
When time cline, she did not want togive up d_wghter.

1
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TRICK STORIES

"The Giraffe Hunter" Masai (from e Mis2.1 ppum)
Oritginal ending left off, Kune and his friend hunted a
prize giraffe and were going to,kill it together. Lumbwa
b...ligar to laugh and couldn't shoot, so Kuma killed it himself.
Kume woul4 not share meat, so Lumbwa tricked Kume by sending
away Kume s wife and taking the meat as Kume handed it
into the house, thinking that he was handin& it to his wife.

"The He-goat and the Dibia" (ILIA Calabash of disci*
With the help of TortOise, He-goat played clever tricks on
Dibia (traditional doctor).

* "How Abunawas was Exiled" (Interaction, Level 2, Polktales I.)
Clever story of Abunawas tlking everything begus said
literally. Story ends with Abunawas triumphant in being more
clever than Aegus. Possible writing assignment to create a
.response for Aegus that would leave him the most clever.

ORIGIN STORIES

"The kat/gin of Death" (Pro eotion) Hare gave people wrong
message which accounts for the split in his nose, but men
believed whAt Hare told them.

"Man Chooses Death" (ima91120. Choice of kind of death, that
of banana or the moon. The banana dies but shoots take its
place whereas t e moon itself comes back to life. Chose
to have childre.:, knowing consequenoes.

"The .'rigin of the Tortoise's Shell" (The Calabash of Wisdom)

"The urigin of-Turtle's Rough Shell" (Nigerian Folktales handout)
moral included

.A

"The ,'rigin of Death" (The 0.4.labash of disdom) Dog and tortoise
ca:ried messages of opllosing groups. Dog stopped to rest,
so Tortoise arrived first: de'.th ttkes men one after anotaer.

LA:71).-LNAT.:RY STORIES

"Aow Animals Got Color" (kroiection). Just a plot skeleton.

,

"How Animals Got Their Tails" liro)ection) Just a plot skeleton.
"'f you want a thing well done, do it yourself. II

weihy the Sun Lives in the Sky" (The Calabash of Wisdom)
slme 'story as in Proleotion, This story stresses meaning
of friendship. ;;as Sea a good friend?

",ihy the Sun anl the v400n Live in the Sky" (ProAection)
Sun often visited wtter, but wItter never returned visit. .

Sun built largl compound and asked wqter to visit. dater
ctme .with fish !nd wyter animals and forced sun and moon into
the sky.
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"ohy There are Cracks in the Tortoise's Shell" Prolectioq)

Tortoise's wife tied him in a parcel with alump of tobacco

and asked Vulture to buy grain for them. As flying, heard

Tortoise ask to be untied. Surprised, he let go of bundle,

and Tortoise crashed to earth.
4

."ahy the Tortoise has Checkered Shell 1" (Calabas4 of Alga)

Tortoise took money colifected by animals for a palace for-king.

Tortoise fell from wren's tree while stealing money. 1

".ihy Fowls Scratch the Sarth" (C:labash g disd )

Animals collected money to buill parliament. Fowl treasurer.

Tortoise placed ashes in Fowl $ bag whioh left a trail

Irolo tree where money keidden. dhen asked to bring mone

to meeting, Fowl oouldn t find money, and Tortoise, who nad

stolen it, abused Fowl. Still scratahing trying to find money. .

"dhy the Spider is Lean" (Polktales from Sierra Leone handout)

Arranged to eat with all daughters at once. Tied rope and

daughters were to pull when it wis time for him to eat#

with them. But he had told to pull all at the same time.

"ihe Vulture 1.nd the aen" (Kikuyu. from vr.il 141 raure la =ail)
.

Borrowed razor from vulture. Forgot to return. hat, is why

hen is always scratching and vulture is swooping on chickens.

"Why the Tortoise Lives in River Swamps" (Oa b q of #iadoui)

Tortoise and beetle argued over pieces of an elope beccause

beetle refused to'accept tortoise as biager partner.

Tortoise knowked beetle.into stew and thought dead.
Beetle disguised voice and spoke of the tragedy of the beetle.

"Killer does not outlive victim." Prize for anyone who

catches tortoise.

"Aow Dog vutwitted Leopavd" (Folkt.ile,3 from Sierra,AJeone handoat

Dog deoeiv:Id leoplrd. s;hen leoptrd discovered/treachery,
he chised dog who rtn into house of man Ind wagged his tail:

han and Dog are friends, and leopard and dog are enemies.

"now the liame Boy Brought Fire from 4eaven" (=potion)
4ad to steal fireconsequence, boy bectme
/Should the boy be considered a hero?
Why did tha fire have to be stolen?
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IP 4

A PLAY, A PLAY
Let it Go

Let it Oome

This last eection of "A Story, A Story" will involve

dramat'. avductions of at least six adaptations of African

oral atives. The plays are taken from Plays, from Folktales

of AfLIA.a and Asia. "African Trio" is also found in Short Plays.,

Interactions Level 2. Furthermore; the narrative, ''Two 3trangers,"

is found in &lama a'ad differs from the play adaptation.

"The Xaiden Nsia," FolktaleS 2, Inuaaug, Level 2, is

similar to "The Aoney Hunter." "Ijapa the Tortoise," an

adaptation of a Nigerian narrative is similar to "Anansi Plays

Dead," Folktales 1, Interaction, Level 2; The third play from

"African Trio" is similar to "The Two Sisters," an Igbo story

found in The Calabash of Allim and other Ian stories,

The stories which are similar or simply different versions can

be used in different ways. Using one approach, they may be

read by the entire class and compared to the dramatic production

in keeping with.the idea that people are aware of the stories

that they see performed and win therefore participate durini,

the production. This use will also reinioroe the idea that

our written versions of oral narratives are simply plot

skeletons. A second approach would he for students to adapt

the similar story for production which would test the students'

abilities of usins what they've learned about the oral

tradition of literature and the inoorpor-tion of mime, songs,

chants, and.audience particiaation. Once again, time will be

a determining factor for the use of the play adaptations and

narratiqes.
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This final activity may very well be the.most important

activity in the unit. Mostsixth and seventh graders

thoroughly enjoy dramatic productions, and the productions can

be used to teach or reinforce many. skills. These productions

will also be a vehicle for the incorporation of art and.music

activities to further emphasize the fact that art, music, and

literature'are interrelated and a par ,. of everyday life.

Finally, these,productions will be presented as a part of our

culminating festital where s..udents will eat African food,

hear African music, and wear some of the fabric they have

tie-c4red.

Mays from Folktales, of Africa Aril Alla inoiudes produotion

notes which suggest the use of slides as backdrops. Slides from

the eoology series'aneHouses in Western and Southern Afrioa"will

be used. These notes also include suggestions for making

costumes.

The entire team of teachers as well as the music, art,

and home economics teachers may have to be asked to help

prepare for the productions. At least flexible scheduling

will be necessary in_order to allow enough time for the

preparation needed. Other sections of this unit may need

to be shortened in order to find time for this activity.

One suggestion is rather than tellin the stories from the

storytelling section, use these for students to adapt for

this production activity. Plays can be used as a guide for

the adaptation of oral narratives.

Resource people such as So5verine Arlabosse and Ohild's

Play, a Ohanpaign drama troupe, should be utilized if possible,

Ohild's Play is rather expensive, but it would be worthwhile to

have their workshops and production before the students work
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out their own.. One interesting thing that OhlAd's Play does

is to perform stories written by students. Since we do not

teach our African unit during the 1979-80 sohool year, it

might be possible to begin our preparation for the dramatic

productions one year early by having the Child's Play work-

shops and for students who studted Africa during the 1978-79

school year and did some work with African oral literature

to adapt one of the narratives to be performed by Ohild's Play.

My students did participate in Child's ilay workshops and saw

their nerformance last year. We adapted some African narratives

which were performed for our.team, and the students seemed to

benefit from seeing Child's Play first.

°

;LND NAARA2IVES 20 L.:, 11D AND 23RFOXelzD"

1. "Iwo Strangers"Tuis is u dileauaa t:Ile in which two stransers
sz;end the night in a village in which snoring is prohibited
and punished With deata, During the night one of thetwo
begins to snore which causes the other to compose a song .

to cover up the snoring. The villagers dance to the music

and the chief gives the two men a bag of money for providing

entertainment. The question is: who should get the larger

share .of the money? The play'version includes the chants

and songs. It also states a reason for the ban on snoring:

the ancestors' spirits require silence at night, The

ancestors joined the singing and dancing, and since they
enjoyad themselves, silence is no longer required and anyone

may snore.

2. "The Aaiden Nsia" and "The Honey Hunter" both involve
three people who possess magic powers. When these powers
are needed, the question becomes: which of the powers is

the greatest?

3. "Ijapa the Tortoise" and "Anansi Plays Dead" both Involve
stealing yams and using a gummed object to catch the thief.

4, "African Trio" includes a Masai story in which the
caterpillar fools Hare, lieopard, Rhinoceros, and Blephant
only to be fooled by a little frog. This play shows the
use of repetition in orul narratives.

The second narrative takes place in southern Africa in
the flat grasslands. This play is about Hare, the hero
trickster and the struggle against nature for survival.
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The third play is'from the rainforest in Liberia.
The moral of the play is if you do nut have inner
beauty, outward beauty will becometugly. This play
involves a role reversal of a king s daughter and a slave.
Once a servantrthe king's beautiful daughtpr becomes crue,l,

"The Two Sisters" is somewhat different because two sisters
are separated when very young. One of the sisters marries
a wealthy.man who buys the other sister at market to
care for the couple's new baby. The wealthy sister beats
her servant until one day the servant.sings a lullaby
which is an account of the two sisters' Separation. The
girls are reconciled and the one swears never to mistreat
a servant again. This story is richer in cultural details
than the play adaptation.
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0030IJUSION

Unfortunately, this unit represents only a soratohiug

of the,4urface of'the use of Atrican literature. The emphasis

has bee6 Aaced:on the use of only some of the oral tradition

and has Virtually ignored modern African literature and poetry.

This,cmissiom. and neglect makes another curriculum writing

prolect a mecessity: Revisions are necessary for this existing

unit- butAhe-incorporation of modern literature and more-

emphasis on eastern and 'southern Africa seems necessary.

Lama Afrioan.Aips, .Books I and II, can be incorporated into

this unit or through the social studies. "Song of Lawino:

A IJament" may be used from Book I. "kardon Me," "Trying to

Beat the Odds," "Marriage is a Different Matter," "Men of Two

worlds," "Tell Freedom" and "Iet Me See Your Pass, 4affiesmn

be used from Book II. This incorporation, hoWever, seems too

Much like an afterthought and must be worked out in greater

detail. Perhaps the'oral tradition should be stressed at the

sohool levzl and.modi3rn African literatura and poetry

should bo used at the high sehool level. This organization

would make it possible for the middle school student to gain

a foundation in the oral tradition until which tithe he or ahe

has the necessary maturity to deal with modern literature and

poetry. 3very effort will be made to fill in tias gaps of this

unit ahd coordinate the use of African literature in the middle

school and high school.

Whereas we tried during the sum.aer workshop to concentrate

on sieing A.friel through Afrioqn eyest-it seems that after

com:A.eting this ourric:Alln unit I'v- 1rovi1..?1 :ay students with

only one traditi'mal eye that has lirit,d vision. This one eye
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seems to see things only in terms of the male perspective.

uur work is indeed cut out for us befor.4 we test this unit

in 1930-81.
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